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Sierra Leone, 1950 -1955
JEAN M. DUE
The College of Agriculture has both a general and a special interest
in Sierra Leone. In general, we are interested in the problems of de-
veloping nations that involve the theory and practices relating to eco-
nomic and general development. The special interest is in our contract
with the Agency for International Development to assist in establish-
ing Njala University College, which is now in its fifth year of operation.
This particular publication, the second of a series, is expected to
contribute to both interests by providing a benchmark study on which
other analyses can be built and by providing descriptive materials im-
mediately useful in our AID-supported institution-building program.
Dr. Due, the author of this publication, visited Sierra Leone in 1965
as part of a Hatch project on U.S. agricultural exports and economic
development in Africa. At the time the study was made Mrs. Due was
a visiting professor with the Department of Agricultural Economics.
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Publications in the Bulletin series report the results of investigations made
or sponsored by the Experiment Station
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STUDY was designed to determine the relative importance
of categories of capital goods imported into Sierra Leone since
1950, to compare the rate of change of capital goods
1
imports with rates
of change of consumer goods imports and national incomes, and to ex-
plore possibilities for import substitution. A parallel study, Changes in
Incomes and Imports of Consumer Goods in Sierra Leone, 1950-1963,
2
was completed in 1966; considerable descriptive material on the economy
was included in it and need not be repeated here. At that time official
national income estimates were not available; these have now been con-
structed annually, beginning with 1963.
3
SETTING
Sierra Leone, one of the small former British colonies on the west
coast of Africa, gained its independence in 1961. From 1961 to 1967
Sierra Leone had a democratic government.
4 The country is in the early
stages of economic development, with a per capita national income of
$134 in 1965. Seventy-seven percent of the population is engaged in
agriculture, forestry, and fishing; most of the agriculture is of a sub-
sistence nature. The traditional farming system in the uplands is one of
bush- fallow rotation, with bush being cleared for farming once in five
to ten years.
Rice is the staple food of Sierra Leone ; both upland and swamp rice
are grown. Domestic production has had to be supplemented by imports
in recent years. The major agricultural exports are palm kernels and
palm oil, cocoa, coffee, ginger, kola nuts, and piassava. Groundnuts,
1
Capital goods in this study are defined as all nonconsumer goods ; that is,
all imports were arbitrarily classified as consumer or capital goods. For a list
of trade classifications see Appendix A.
1
Due, Jean M., Changes in Incomes and Imports of Consumer Goods in
Sierra Leone, Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 719, Urbana : Uni-
versity of Illinois, College of Agriculture, 1966, and a summary that appeared as
Due, Jean M., "Trends in Consumption Goods Import in Sierra Leone, 1950-
1963," The Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies, Vol. 8, No. 2,
July, 1966.
* National Accounts of Sierra Leone, November, 1966, Central Statistics Office,
Freetown : Government Printer of Sierra Leone, 1966.
* For information on political developments since 1967, see Appendix B, p. 43.
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tobacco, cassava, yams, maize, guinea corn, citrus fruits, pineapples, and
bananas are grown also. Due to the presence of the tsetse fly, cattle
are raised primarily in the north by the Fula tribe. Many cattle are
walked long distances to market, with consequent loss of weight and
quality.
Manufacturing
Prior to independence there was little manufacturing in Sierra
Leone, and most of the needs of the country were met by importation. 5
A steady growth in public and private industrial development has oc-
curred over the years. Some examples of the public and semi-public
industries are the government rice mills, now operated by the Rice
Corporation; the Sierra Leone Produce Marketing Board (SLPMB),
operating oil mills for the extraction of palm oil ; and the Forest Indus-
tries Corporation, a sawmill and timber utilization industry at Kenema,
producing furniture, prefabricated housing, lumber, and carved wooden
products. The Road Transport Department operates vehicle repair
shops, one of which also builds bus bodies. The railway repair shops
have serviced private heavy equipment as well as railway equipment.
A government printing plant does printing for public and semi-public
bodies.
Most private or semi-private industries produce consumer goods for
the domestic market. Some examples are a tuna cannery, a plant which
freezes and distributes fish, a brewery, a distillery (70 percent govern-
ment owned), a sawmill at Katema, and small factories producing soft
drinks, mineral water, cigarettes, footwear, suitcases, knitted fabrics
and undergarments, umbrellas, paint, furniture, oxygen acetylene and
carbon dioxide, ice, matches, and metal beds and springs. Capital goods
such as cement, nails, prefabricated housing, buckets, metal trunks, and
metal doors and windows are being produced ; galvanized and corru-
gated iron sheet production is under consideration. Tire retreading and
diamond cutting operations have also been established. A palm kernel
mill, making palm oil and palm kernel oil cake, began operation in 1967.
Also there is small-scale production of tile, soap, and furniture, and
there are village industries of cloth weaving and dyeing, fish curing and
smoking, and boat- and basket-making.
5 A Progress Report on Economic and Social Development, April 27, 1961-
March 31, 1965, Freetown : Government Printer of Sierra Leone, 1965, p. 53.
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Locally manufactured products in high demand are cement and Seven-Up.
(Fig. 1)
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Development Planning'
Development plans were drawn up and passed by the legislature as
early as 1946.
7 In 1962, a new ten-year plan for the period 1962-63 to
1971-72 was prepared by Dr. David Carney, a Sierra Leone econo-
mist,
8 and adopted by Parliament. This plan was drawn up in a matter
of months and encouraged many government departments to consider
their long-term requirements and goals ; needs of the country rather
than methods of finance were emphasized. The public sector was to
spend 99 million in capital costs and 53 million in recurrent develop-
ment costs during the first five years of the period; this would require
at least a fivefold increase from past levels of expenditure. The esti-
mates of domestic financing (15 million a year) and external aid (14
million a year) have not been attained to date. Dr. Carney has since
resigned to take a position with the U.N. African Institute for Eco-
nomic Development and Planning in Dakar. A revised five-year plan
has been drawn up for the 1965-1970 period.
Although the monetary unit of Sierra Leone became the leone in
1964, the West African pound () is used throughout this report, as
official data were so reported between 1950 and 1963. The value of the
West African pound was and is equivalent to and at par with the Brit-
ish pound.
Development projects are under way, some examples of which are
transportation and other surveys and feasibility studies (that are being
carried out or that have been completed). A World Bank loan has been
secured for electricity production in the Freetown area. The United
Kingdom has financed the Guma Valley Water Project, which is piping
water to Freetown. West Germany has loaned money for road con-
struction, the United Kingdom for the development and extension of
Lungi Airport, and a French contracting group for the extension of the
dock facilities. The United States Agency for International Develop-
6 See also A Progress Report on Economic and Social Development, April 27,
1961-March 31, 1965, op. cit., and P. E. Beach, "The Host Country Side of Multi-
lateral Investment Guarantees : A Critique of Foreign Investment in Sierra
Leone and Several Proposals Regarding an Investment Guarantee Institute." Pre-
pared for OECD.
7 An Outline of the Ten-Year Plan for the Development of Sierra Leone,
Freetown : Government Printer of Sierra Leone, 1946 ; Hubert Childs, A Plan
of Economic Development for Sierra Leone, Freetown : Government Printer of
Sierra Leone, 1949; and D. T. Jack, Economic Survey of Sierra Leone, Free-
town : Government Printer of Sierra Leone, 1958.
8 D. Carney, Ten-Year Plan of Economic and Social Development for Sierra
Leone, 1962-1963 to 1971-1972, Freetown : Government Printer of Sierra Leone,
1962.
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ment (AID) has assisted with the development and staffing of an agri-
cultural and educational university, Njala University College, and with
other projects; a Republic of China demonstration team has worked on
vegetable and paddy rice cultivation; Philips of Holland has improved
the telephone communications system ; and a French engineering firm
is providing treated water supplies to 21 provincial towns. Government,
educational, commercial, and office buildings and a hotel have been
built ; another hotel has been completed but not opened; wharf facilities
have been expanded; population and agricultural censuses have been
completed ; and roads have been built.
Table 1. Estimated Gross National Product and Per Capita
Gross National Product, Sierra Leone
Year
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estimates for 1962 and 1963. The estimates of Transportation Consul-
tants, Incorporated appear to have been too high ; however, it is not
known whether these were estimates of GNP or GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) ; they were termed "Gross Product." The official GDP esti-
mates were 100.6, 113.1, and 120.2 million for 1963, 1964, and 1965,
respectively.
The GNP of Sierra Leone increased 18.5 percent from 1963 to 1965.
The consumer price index rose 16.6 percent in Freetown, the capital,
(Table 4) during the same period. However, the price level increase
for the whole country is estimated at 5 to 6 percent during this period.
Hence per capita gross national product would have risen approximately
12 percent in real terms.
Foreign Trade
The value of Sierra Leone's retained imports and domestic exports
grew steadily from 1950 to 1965 at average annual rates of 12.1 and
10.2 percent, respectively. The diamond rush, starting in 1952 and
reaching a peak in 1956-57, had a significant upward impact on incomes
in Sierra Leone. Many people flocked from farming to diamond
mining;
10 the value of agricultural exports has never again attained the
level reached in 1951. From 1954 to 1959 there was widespread smug-
gling of diamonds out of Sierra Leone, with estimates ranging from
8.5, to 14.5 million per year.
11
Arrangements for licensing of African
miners and for purchasing through the government's diamond buying
office had become effective by 1960, and by 1962 diamond smuggling had
been largely brought under control.
The visible trade balance between exports and imports was unfavor-
able during almost the entire period from 1950 to 1965 (Table 2).
According to the Transportation Consultants: "some portion of these
deficits may be explained by (externally financed) development expendi-
tures, but it is reported by local sources that much of it (until 1962) is
probably the result of illegal and unrecovered exports of diamonds."
12
Concern regarding the economic effects of large annual visible trade
deficits diminishes when the estimated value of diamonds smuggled out
of the country is shown (Table 2, last column). The estimated value of
10 For a good discussion of the impact of the diamond boom see H. L. Van
der Laan, The Sierra Leone Diamonds, Oxford University Press, London : 1965.
Van der Laan estimates 30,000 Sierra Leone diggers were at work in the diamond
areas in 1954; some 45,000 foreigners were estimated to have left Sierra Leone
in 1956 after the expulsion order (pp. 8, 20, 65).
11 See Table 2, Column 5.
12
Transportation Survey of Sierra Leone, op. cit., p. 16.
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Table 2. Visible Balance of Trade, Sierra Leone/ 1 and Estimated
Value of Diamond Smuggling, 1 ' 19501965
Year
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Table 3. International Transactions of Sierra Leone,
1963, 1964, and 1965"
1963 1964 1965
( million)
1. Export of goods and non-factor services:
Merchandise, f.o.b 25.8 31.6 29. 7 b
Other. 4.3 4.0 4.5
2. Factor income from the rest of the world. .. 1.0 1.0 .8
3. Current transfers from the rest of the
world 1.0 .8 .9
Current receipts from the rest of the world
(sum of items 1-3) 32.1 37.4 35.9
4. Imports of goods and non-factor services:
Merchandise, f.o.b 26.4 31.7 33.5
Other 7.2 8.5 8.9
5. Factor income paid to the rest of the
world 3.8 4.3 5.1
6. Current transfers to the rest of the world .. .8 .8 .9
Current payments to the rest of the world
(sum of items 4-6) 38.2 45.3 48.4
7. Surplus of the nation on current account. .. ( )6.1 ( )7.9 ( )12.5
8. Net capital transfers received by:
Private 3.0 5.4 9.2 C
Central government 1.7 3.6 1.7
9. Increase ( ) or decrease (+) in monetary
reserves11 2.4 (~)1.2 1.3
10. Net unrecorded items ( ) 1 . .1 .3
a Bank of Sierra Leone as reported in National Accounts of Sierra Leone, November, 1966,
p. 12, and Bank of Sierra Leone, Balance of Payments, 1963-1965, pp. 1 and 2.
b The decrease of 1.9 million in exports between 1964 and 1965 is accounted for by a
decrease of 1.4 million in diamonds and 0.5 million in agricultural products.
The significant increase
1965 is in private, long-term cap tal "mainly of direct investments in branches, subsidiaries, etc.,
undistributed profits of subsidia
by overseas companies. The es
undistributed profits of subsidia
changes in branch/head office in
Sierra Leone, Balance of Payme
n private capital transfers of 3.8 million between 1964 and
ies or branches, the net acquisition of share and loan capital,
imates include the parent company's share of unremitted and
ies or branches, the net acquisition of share and loan capital,
iebtedness, and changes in inter-company accounts." (Bank of
its, of. cit., p. 13.)
d Provided by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), West African Currency Board,
and other monetary institutions.
Diamond smuggling was reported to be under control by 1962. In
1960 the visible balance of trade was positive, but the balance turned
negative again in 1961 and has remained negative since 1961. The 1962
trade deficit was aggravated by diamonds being withheld from the mar-
ket pending price agreements. These diamonds were then exported in
1963. Capital inflows for development were 2.6, 1.2, and 2.3 million
in 1961-62 to 1963-64, respectively;
14 these could have accounted for
most of the visible negative trade balance for 1961, 1963, and 1964, but
not for 1962 or 1965 when the negative balance reached 9.9 and 7.1
14
Due, Jean M., Bulletin 719, op. cit., Table 4, p. 14, from A Progress Report
on Economic and Social Development, April 27, 1961-March 31, 1965, op. cit.,
p. 84.
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Table 4. Consumer Price Index (C.P.I.), Freetown, 1 950-1 965"
Year
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Agricultural exports, which comprised 52 percent of total exports in
1950, fell to 16 percent in 1965 (Table 5). Diamonds, which accounted
for only 25 percent in 1950, rose to 64 percent in 1965. Exports of iron
ore were about 20 percent of the total throughout this period.
Table 5. Major Domestic Exports of Sierra Leone for Selected Yearsa
Table 6. Value and Rate of Growth of Certain Imports
and Exports of Sierra Leone, 1950-1965"
Year
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Comparison of total imports retained in Sierra Leone, 1950-1965, with imports







TOTAL CAPITAL GOODS IMPORTS
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1950 1955 I960 1965
Comparison of total imports retained in Sierra Leone, 1950-1965, with imports
of consumer and capital goods. (Fig- 3)
1950 to 1965 (see Figures 2 and 3). The value of capital goods imports
almost tripled between 1960 and 1965. Among capital goods, the greatest
increase in rate of importation from 1950 to 1965 was for mining and
industrial machinery and agricultural machinery (18.9 percent each),
followed by trucks and buses (18.6 percent), public works equipment
21
21 Included are government imports for railway and road equipment, the
SLPMB and other government corporations, and general central and local gov-
ernment operation. The public sector is, of course, quite important in most devel-
oping economies.
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Table 8. Percentage Share of Major Capital Goods
Imports for Selected Years, Sierra Leone
11
Components
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was not designated. Therefore the allocation of imports of tractors and
parts between agricultural and nonagricultural uses was difficult. It
has been observed by persons knowledgeable about Sierra Leone agri-
culture that almost all of the tractors employed in agriculture are used
by the public sector the SLPMB, Njala University College, the Rice
Research Institute, and the rice plowing and planting schemes being
examples. It is known also that the number of tractors employed in
agriculture is very small, as confirmed by data in Table 9. Annual in-
creases in numbers of wheel and crawler tractors from 1960 through
1962 were 11 and 19, respectively.
Table 9. Number of Tractors and Harvester-Threshers
Used in Sierra Leone Agriculture*1
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In the 1964-65 Trade Report, grain milling machinery is not in-
cluded in the tabulation, but food processing machinery and parts are
included for the first time; the value of food processing machinery and
their parts imported in these years was 8,000 and 5,000, respectively.
The values of agricultural machinery imports are shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Value and Importance of Major Components of Agricultural
Machinery Imports Retained in Sierra Leone, 19501965"
Hand
tools
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Tractors and their parts: 24 As mentioned earlier, hand tools are
much more important in Sierra Leone agriculture than tractors. Only
small tractors (less than 40 b.hp.) imported for government use were
included with the agricultural machinery category. The value of im-
ports of tractors for agricultural use averaged 4 percent of agricultural
machinery imports during the period.
Weighing and grinding machinery: Imports in this subcategory
were also low, averaging 4 percent of the total.
The value of agricultural machinery imports increased at an average
annual rate of 18.9 percent from 1950 to 1965 as compared with 15.6
percent for total capital goods imports.
Other Agricultural Inputs
Included in this category are imports of natural and manufactured
fertilizers, disinfectants and insecticides, rope, twine, and sacks, and
other imports for agricultural purposes (seeds and bulbs, animal feed,
and animals imported for breeding purposes). The major components
of this category are shown in Table 11; these imports have grown at
an average annual rate of 4.9 percent since 1950.
Bags and sacks: Ropes, twine, cordage, and cables as well as
bags and sacks are included in this category. Imports of this group are
the most significant of all reported in Table 11, accounting for 77 per-
cent of other agricultural inputs. For recent years (1959 to 1963) ropes,
twine, cordage, and cables accounted for one-third of the bags and sacks
total.
In 1964 the bags and sacks classification was changed from jute
bags and sacks to bags and sacks of textile materials ; also, the quantity
of imports was reduced by almost 50 percent. It is not known whether
or not polyethylene bags may be in a separate classification; they were
not found in the trade reports.
Disinfectants and insecticides: These inputs have been reported
separately since 1954 but have accounted for only 10 percent of this
category.
Natural and manufactured fertilizers: Imports of natural fertili-
zers are reported separately in the trade reports, but imports were less
than 1,000 annually. The value of total fertilizer imports is still low,
accounting for only 3 percent of this category.
24 From 1950 to 1953, agricultural tractors were listed separately from other
tractors
;
from 1954 on, tractors have not been designated by use. No attempt has
been made to allocate imports of petroleum products between agricultural and
nonagricultural uses. Petroleum products have all been included in other capital
goods imports. Also trucks have not been included with agricultural machinery
because of the difficulty of allocating these between agricultural, marketing, and
other uses.
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Table 11. Value and Importance of Major Components of Other
Agricultural Inputs Retained in Sierra Leone, 19501965*
Disinfec-
Bags and tants and
sacks insecticides Fertilizers Other Total
i ear








- TOTAL CAPITAL GOODS
IMPORTS
MINING AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY
PUBLIC WORKS EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
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I960 1955 I960 1965
Imports of total capital goods compared with imports of building and con-
struction materials, mining and industrial machinery, and public works equip-
ment and supplies, Sierra Leone, 1950-1965. (Fig. 4)
creased at an average annual rate of 14.1 percent from 1950 to 1965
(Table 7 and Figure 4). Included in this category are paints and tur-
pentine ; plywood and fiberboard ; lime, cement, and bricks ; hardware,
nails, and finished structural steel; prefabricated buildings, insulated
cables, air conditioning equipment, and lighting fixtures ; and other
materials used for building and construction. Each of these subcate-
gories will be considered independently.
Structural iron and steel, copper, and aluminum: Thirty-four
percent of building and construction imports are in this subcategory,
which includes tubes and fittings; pipes and castings; corrugated iron,
copper, and other wire ; nickel and aluminum sheets ; and nickel, lead,
zinc, and tin alloys and other structural materials of iron, steel, cop-
per, and aluminum.
The value of imports of this subcategory paralleled those of lime
and cement until 1953 but has increased much more rapidly since that
time (Table 12). For recent years (1959 to 1965) over one-half of
these imports were galvanized corrugated sheets, imports of which
average over 500,000 per year. The government has negotiated for
these corrugated sheets to be produced in Sierra Leone, but materials
for manufacture will still have to be imported.
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Hardware, nails, and finished structural steel: The second most
important component, accounting for 21 percent of building and con-
struction materials imports, is this subgroup, which consists of hard-
ware; finished structural steel; steel door and window frames; other
finished iron, steel, and aluminum parts; wire cable of steel and non-
ferrous metals; safes; wire netting; nails; bolts; nuts; and other metal
hardware. The value of these imports has more than tripled between
1950 and 1965. Local manufacture of metal doors and windows began
in August of 1966.
In recent years the value of nails, bolts, and nuts imported has been
over 100,000 annually; Sierra Leone is now producing some of its
own nails.
Lime, cement, and bricks: Imports of items in this subcategory
accounted for 19 percent of building and construction material imports.
Included are lime, cement, bricks, asbestos cement, asbestos sheets and
pipe, building stones, grinding and polishing stones, industrial glass,
and other manufactures of asbestos. As noted in Table 12, this category
is an important component of building and construction industry
imports.
From 1950 to 1953, imports of cement constituted 91 percent of total
imports of this subcategory; from 1959 to 1963 the cement component
amounted to 80 percent. Local cement production commenced in Sierra
Leone in 1964, and imports dropped to 48 and 29 percent of this sub-
category in 1964 and 1965 respectively. It would appear possible to
increase local production materially with significant foreign exchange
savings.
Prefabricated buildings, insulated cables, air conditioning equip-
ment, and lighting fixtures: Over one-half the imports in this sub-
group consist of insulated cables; the figure has more than doubled
during the period. Imports of air conditioning equipment and parts,
sinks, and prefabricated buildings are also included in this subgroup.
Imports of prefabricated buildings jumped from 3,000 in 1954 to
290,000 in 1957 and then dropped to 69,000 in 1959, remaining at that
level until 1963; this category could not be found in the 1964-65 Trade
Report. Prefabrication of buildings began in Sierra Leone in the early
1960's by the Woehrling Saw Mills (a private company) and the Forest
Industries Corporation (formerly the Forest Industries Department, a
government enterprise). The Woehrling Saw Milling Company is an
example of a very successful private enterprise in Sierra Leone.
This subcategory accounted for 12 percent of building and construc-
tion material imports during the period.
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Paint and turpentine: Over 90 percent of this >ulu-ategory is
made up of imports of prepared paints and enamels; the value of paint
and turpentine imjx)rts ijrew slowly until the period between 1954 and
1957 when they tripled; they then remained relatively stable until 1961,
when they increased significantly. Imports of paints and turpentine
have increased from 1 percent ( 1950) to 7 percent (1961) of total build-
ing and construction imports, averaging 5 percent (Table 12).
A paint plant began production in Sierra Leone in 1962. Presum-
ably many components will continue to be imported.
Plywood and fiberboard: Also included in this subcategory are
paperboard and building paper, cork, and synthetic plastic sheets.
Since 1954 the most important imports within this group were plywood
and fiberboard. Imports of this subcategory have grown from 2 per-
cent (1950) to 10 percent (1965) of total construction material im-
ports, averaging 5 percent. It should be possible to produce more of the
plywood locally.
Other: This subcategory is made up primarily of raw lumber,
wood in the round (poles), and sawn and hewn lumber (wholly or
partly dressed). These imports have not been a significant part of the
total building and construction industry imports, amounting to only
4 percent.
In summary, imports for the building and construction industry
represent the largest component of capital goods imports, accounting
for 30 percent over this period. Local production of paint, nails, tile,
cement, prefabricated buildings, and metal doors and windows have
already occurred, and negotiations are under way for production of
galvanized corrugated sheets. However, many components of some of
these finished goods will have to be imported. The greatest prospects
for import substitution appear to be in cement, tile, cement blocks,
bricks, and all phases of the lumber industry.
Mining and Industrial Machinery
The principal minerals of Sierra Leone are iron ore, diamonds,
chrome ore, and bauxite. Iron ore, discovered in the early 1930's, has
contributed significantly to the expansion of the economy. The value
of iron ore output has trebled between 1950 and 1960, while exports
of other minerals, such as chrome ore and gold, have tapered off since
1953.26 The diamond boom, starting around 1952, increased diamond
exports tenfold. Bauxite production started in 1963 and rutile (a
titanium-bearing mineral) in 1966.
*" Annual trade reports.
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In labor intensive diamond
mining operations, the
gravel is excavated (top),
put through foot shakers
for sizing (middle), and
washed (left) so that the
diamonds can be picked
out by hand. (Fig. 5)
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The major components of mining and industrial machinery imports
are shown in Table 13. The imports have varied from year to year
with the needs of the iron, diamond, and other private industries. 1952
and 1953 were years of heavy imports, as were 1956 and 1957 and
each year from 1960 to date. The value of industrial machinery imports
has accounted for 20 percent of total capital goods imports during this
period; the average annual rate of growth was 18.9 percent from 1950
t<. 1965 (Table 7 and Figure 3).
Industrial machinery: The main components of this subgroup
are bulldozers and other excavating machinery; hoisting machinery;
graders, levelers, and scrapers; boring machinery; pumps; industrial
trucks; road construction machinery
27 and parts; woodworking and
textile machinery; printing and bookbinding machinery; machine tools;
industrial sewing machines; and pneumatic tools primarily for the
private sector of the economy.
Imports of this type of machinery depend upon the decisions of the
mining companies from year to year, accounting for from 55 to 94
percent of total mining and industrial machinery imports from 1950
to 1965, averaging 75 percent (Table 13). For recent years (1959
through 1963) the value of parts imported for industrial machinery
accounted for 38 percent of this subcategory.
28
Tractors and parts: Imports of all tractors and parts, tractor
tires and tubes for private use from 1953 to 1963 have been allocated
to the mining and industrial machinery category. (See agricultural
machinery, page 17, for additional data.) Since 1963, tractor imports
are designated by use in the trade reports; those used in industry are
included with industrial machinery. The value of these imports has
varied from 1 (1950) to 12 (1960) percent of total mining and indus-
trial imports, averaging 5 percent over the period.
Railway construction materials: This subcategory includes rails
and other railway construction materials that were purchased by tlu-
private sector of the economy. Imports of these items, primarily for
use by the mining company railroad, fluctuated significantly from year
to year, 1962, 1963, and 1964 being years of heavy imports. During
1962 and 1963 railway construction materials accounted for 14 and 16
percent of total mining and industrial machinery imports but amounted
to only 6 percent for the entire period.
"Tractors and parts are listed separately because of their allocation lx-t \\rrn
agricultural, public works, and mining uses.
"Due to the changed classifications in 1964-65, it was difficult to get com-
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Two of the highly mechanized iron-ore mining operations are dredging (top)
and movement of the ore on a conveyor belt (bottom). (Fig. 6)
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Railway rolling stock: This subcategory includes railway loco-
motives, freight cars, and other railway rolling stock and their parts
for the private sector of the economy. The most significant years for
imports in this category were 1957 and 1964; this subcategory accounted
for 6 percent of total imports of mining and industrial machinery.
Stationary diesel and other engines: Imports of these engines,
used by the private sector of the economy, varied significantly from
year to year, 1962, 1964, and 1965 being years of high imports. The
value of stationary diesel and other engines amounted to only 4 percent
of total mining and industrial machinery imports over the period.
Other: From 1950 to 1953 this subcategory consisted primarily of
buckets, pails, basins, and explosives. From 1954 on, the primary com-
ponents have been blasting explosives, fuses and detonators, and
portable lamps. Explosives accounted for 2 percent and all other items
for 2 percent of mining and industrial machinery imports over the
period.
In summary, opportunities for import substitution for items within
this category appear few unless some small items like buckets, pails,
and basins could be made locally. Arrangements were made with the
Sierra Leone Metal Works, Ltd. for production of buckets, metal
trunks, and water heaters ; 29 production began in September of 1967.
Imports of Public Works Equipment
(Including Those of Government Corporations)
There are several important government corporations in Sierra
Leone that, together with the government, are responsible for imports
in this category. Examples are the SLPMB, which purchases agricul-
tural products for export, operates the oil mills for the extraction of
palm oil, and operates oil palm and rubber plantations; the Forest In-
dustries Corporation,
30 which produces furniture, prefabricated hous-
ing, lumber, and carved wooden products ; and the Rice Corporation,
31
which mills, imports, and distributes rice. The railways, airlines, and
electricity and water purification plants also are examples of public or
semi-public bodies.
The value of imports of public works equipment and supplies grew
materially from 1950 to 1965 (Table 14), at an average annual rate of
16.7 percent (Table 7 and Figure 5). Public works equipment consti-
tuted 14 percent of total capital goods imports. Opportunities for im-
port substitution among these imports do not appear promising at this
time.
29 Sierra Leone Trade Journal, July-September, 1966, Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 81.
80
Formerly the Forest Industries Division.
81
Formerly the Rice Department.
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Electric generating equipment and supplies: This subcategory
includes electric motors, electric generating sets, telegraphy equipment,
electrical appliances for motor vehicles, electrical energy measurement
equipment, electrical equipment for motor vehicles and medical use,
and other electrical machinery and parts thereof. These imports consti-
tuted the largest segment of public works equipment imports (45 per-
cent).
32 Most important among these imports were parts of electric
generators and motors and other electrical machinery and appli-
ances, n.e.s.
33
Railway locomotives: The second most important subcategory,
making up 13 percent of total public works imports, was railway loco-
motives and parts purchased for government use ; these varied greatly
from year to year, reaching a high in 1961 when they accounted for
31 percent of total public works equipment imports.
Railway construction equipment: The value of imports of rail-
way construction materials and rails also fluctuated markedly from
year to year, averaging 9 percent of total imports of public works equip-
ment during the period.
Coal, coke, and aviation fuel: The value of imports of coal, coke,
and aviation and turbine fuel for government use (shown in Table 14)
increased rapidly until 1958 and then declined, presumably as diesel
oil replaced coal and coke for railway and electric generating use.
(Diesel oil imports are included with other capital goods in Table 16.)
This subcategory accounted for 12 percent of total imports of public
works equipment and supplies.
Aircraft and diesel engines and their parts: Imports of aircraft,
marine, diesel, steam, and other engines and their parts made up 11
percent of public works imports from 1950 to 1965. The highest im-
ports occurred in 1961 and 1962.
Barges, ships, and boats: These imports by the government of
Sierra Leone accounted for 4 percent of total public works equipment
imports.
Other: Miscellaneous items such as ammunition, explosives,
optical instruments, road construction machinery, large tractors, tires,
tubes, and parts, purchased by the public sector are included in this
category ; these accounted for 6 percent of total public works imports.
Trucks and buses have been placed in a separate category although
many may have been purchased for government use.
32 A small percentage of these imports were for the private sector.
33 Not elsewhere specified.
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Table 15. Value and Importance of Trucks, Buses, and Rubber Materials
Imports Retained in Sierra Leone, 19501965'
Year
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Other Capital Goods Imports
Machine tools, empty oil drums and other metal containers, printing
and book binding machinery, portable electric tools, gasoline and lubri-
cants, chemicals, and barges and ships (for the private sector) are
some of the items imported under this category. Imports of these
items accounted for 16 percent of total capital goods imports during
the period and increased at 14.6 percent per year.
Gasoline and lubricants: Motor and diesel spirits (gasoline), fur-
nace and fuel oil, lubricating oil, pitch, asphalt, petroleum, resin, coke,
and natural and manufactured gas are included in this subcategory,
while aviation gasolines are included in the public works sector. The
value of gasolines and lubricant imports accounted for 29 percent of
other capital goods imports.
Imports of gasolines and lubricants were negative for 1958, 1959,
1960, and 1962; for those years the value of re-exports was greater than
the value of imports. Gasoline and lubricants are normally re-exported
at a higher price than that at which they are imported; therefore, in
some years the quantity retained in Sierra Leone is positive whereas
the value is negative. In all but one year the number of gallons re-
exported was less than the number imported. Many ships refuel at
Freetown, an important port on the West African coast.
Machine tools: This subcategory includes machine tools of all
kinds, portable electric tools and their parts, printing and bookbinding
machinery, empty oil drums and other metal containers, and other
manufactures of metal. From 1959 on, 45 percent of the imports of
this subcategory were manufactures of metal, n.e.s.
34 In 1964-65, ma-
chine tools for metal work and printing and bookbinding machinery
are included with mining and industrial machinery and portable electric
tools with electrical machinery imports in public works equipment.
These imports reduced other capital goods imports by approximately
250,000 over 1960 and 1962. In earlier years they were very low.
During the period under review, this subcategory accounted for
17 percent of other capital goods imports.
Chemicals: This subsection includes all chemical imports ex-
cept those already included under insecticides and fertilizers (other
agricultural imports) and turpentine (building and construction ma-
terials). Included are organic and inorganic chemicals, mineral tar,
food chemicals, coal tar dyestuffs, and dying and panning extracts.
The value of chemical imports accounted for 6 percent of other
capital goods imports during this period.
84 Not elsewhere specified.
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Other: This subsection includes imports of barges and ships for
private use, animal and vegetable fats and oils, and other miscellaneous
imports including typewriters and their parts, photographic plates, and
platewares. As can be noted in Table 16, this subcategory is an im-
portant sector of other capital goods imports, accounting for 48 percent.
There was a large increase in the imports of vegetable oils in 1965
over 1964. These imports were primarily peanut, soybean, cottonseed,
and palm oils. (Prior to 1964 and 1965 the vegetable oils were not allo-
cated by type.) It is surprising that Sierra Leone is having to import
large quantities of palm and peanut oils when these could be produced
locally. The increase in value of these imports between 1964 and 1965
was 400,000.
Table 16. Value and Importance of Other Major Capital
Goods Imports Retained in Sierra Leone, 19501965"
Year




3G W. Arthur Lewis has established the following
general guidelines for determining commodities that developing econo-
mies could produce:
37
"Industrialization starts usually in one of three ways: (1) With the
processing for export of primary products (agricultural or mineral)
which were previously exported in a crude state; or (2) With manu-
facturing for an expanding home market; or (3) With the manufac-
ture for export of light manufactures, often based on imported raw
materials.
"The processing of primary products for export depends on low
labor cost and an advantage in transport cost, i.e. (if the material loses
weight in the course of processing), e.g. timber and palm kernels."
Sierra Leone has encouraged flour and rice milling and the process-
ing of palm kernels and coffee (instant and regular). However, the
Pioneer Oil Mills, palm oil extractors, have not to date been operated
at anywhere near capacity. Sayler
38
points out that "the SLPMB con-
structed nine of these mills, and only one of them, at Masarki, has ever
operated at a profit ; total losses on their operation until 1963 amounted
to over 646,000. The Board (SLPMB) has repeated in many of its
annual reports that the mills are unprofitable as a result of uneconomical
35 For suggestions regarding consumer goods import substitution possibilities
see Bulletin 719, op. cit., pp. 42-43. Since this study was published, the Sierra
Leone Trade Journal (July-September, 1966, Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 81) reports the fol-
lowing new consumer goods industries were established by the following firms :
(a) Enamelware factory Wellington Metal Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
(b) Fruit and food processing Mark-Mitch Inc. of New York, involving
share capital of Le840,000.
(c) Match factory Assad Yazbeck & Sons, Ltd.
(d) Milk factory Fan Milk (Sierra Leone) Ltd., to process
milk.
(e) Metal beds and springs factory. .Sierra Leone Metal Beds and Springs Fac-
tory, Ltd.
(f) Perfumes Sierra Leone Cosmetics Co., Ltd.
(g) Fish products factory Fish Industries, Ltd., to process and can
fish.
(h) Confectionery factory J. Milhem and Sons, Ltd.
(i) 700 low cost houses To be built in Freetown and put on a rent-
ownership basis.
36 While this statement is certainly true for goods like tractors and railway
locomotives, it may be challenged for a substantial number of capital goods.
W. Arthur Lewis argues in "Aspects of Economic Growth" (Nigerian Opinion,
Vol. 2, No. 12, December, 1966, pp. 137-139) that Nigeria should further encourage
small scale manufacturing (those firms employing 10 or less persons) ; Lewis
argues that educational resources should be increased to train managerial talent
in these industries.
37 W. Arthur Lewis, Industrialization and the Gold Coast, Accra : Government
Printing Department, Gold Coast, 1953, pp. 1-2.
38
R. G. Sayler, op. cit., pp. 120-121.
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operation due to insufficient supplies of fruit and the short working
season; too high operating and overhead costs and heavy depreciation
charges for mill equipment ; the price paid to producers is also too high
in relation to the value of the products (palm oil and kernels) for these
mills to pay their way."
Thus skilled management is a basic need if the processing of pri-
mary products for export is to be advantageous.
Manufacture for the home market where fuel has to be imported
is summarized by Lewis as follows:
39
"1. Local manufacture is favored in two cases:
"(a) If the industry uses a heavy raw material which is available
on the spot, local manufacture is protected against imports to the ex-
tent of the cost of transporting the raw material, e.g. cement and beer.
"(b) If the manufactured commodity is more bulky than the ma-
terials of which it is made, there is a similar protection, whether or not
the materials themselves have to be imported, e.g. furniture, most
assembly work, and hollow ware.
"2. Local manufacture is at a disadvantage in two cases:
"(a) If the raw material would have to be imported and loses
weight in the process of manufacture, the transport factor favors pro-
duction in the country that has the raw material, e.g. steel.
"(b) If the fuel requirements are large. In most industries fuel cost
is less than 2 percent of the value of the finished article, but in some
industries it is as high as 15 to 20 percent. The cost of transporting
fuel is eliminated when commodities are made where the fuel is to be
found, e.g. steel, some chemicals.
"3. Transport cost has little relevance:
"(a) If the raw material has to to be imported but does not lose
weight or acquire bulk in the process of manufacture. For transport cost
is then more or less the same whether the country imports the raw ma-
terial or the finished article, e.g. cotton weaving, cigarettes, and soap.
"(b) If the fuel requirements are small, say only 2 percent of the
cost of the finished article.
"4. The size of the local market in relation to the minimum size at
which production can be done economically."
Local production of paint, cement, prefabricated housing, nails, tile,
oxygen acetylene, carbon dioxide, buckets, metal trunks, water heaters,
and metal doors and windows has already occurred since independence,
and tire retreading and diamond cutting firms are in operation. Also
" W. Arthur Lewis, op. cit., pp. 1-2.
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the government has negotiated for firms to manufacture galvanized and
corrugated iron sheets. During 1966 further arrangements were
made for: 40
"(a) National Oil Refinery: Through the assistance of the Haifa
Refineries, Ltd., the government has raised a loan of Le2.9 million
(from the Nissho Company, Ltd., of Japan) to establish a national oil
refinery in Sierra Leone. The loan would be repaid from the profits of
the refinery. The Haifa Industries, Ltd., will meet down payments for
machinery and equipment and also engineering fees and working capi-
tal. The loan will be at 7 percent rate of interest.
"(b) Coffee Factory in Kenema operated by the SLPMB."41
Officials of Barclays Bank report42 that the "Tennessee (Sierra
Leone) Ltd., a company which had made an agreement with the govern-
ment empowering the company to prospect for oil over offshore and
coastal areas, has now abandoned its operations. The company initi-
ated a marine seismic survey, but the results which were analyzed
proved extremely discouraging. The company came to the conclusion
that the offshore areas of Sierra Leone had no oil possibilities and ex-
ploration was therefore abandoned. The company has surrendered its
exploration rights."
What other goods could be produced economically in Sierra Leone,
thus creating employment and conserving foreign exchange ?
Given the level of income, scale of operation necessary for efficient
operation, labor skills available, and market potential,43 the possibilities
at this stage of development beyond those already outlined (pages 36-
38) would be bricks and other building materials (including greater
quantities of cement, cement blocks, tile, and lumber products), bags
and sacks, and animal feed. Within the lumber products group, ply-
wood and prefabricated houses would seem especially important.
SUMMARY
This study was designed to determine the relative importance of
different categories of capital goods imported into Sierra Leone since
40 From a speech by the Hon. R. G. O. King, Minister of Finance, in the
Sierra Leone Trade Journal, op. cit., p. 81. Other development projects included
the extension to the provinces of the Transistor Hire Purchase Scheme by
the provision of 12,000 sets at a total cost of Le41S,700 and an extension of the
Port of Freetown.
41 Announced by the SLPMB in Sierra Leone Trade Journal, July-September,
1966, Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 110.
42 Sierra Leone, an Economic Survey, Barclays Bank D.C.O., London : 1966,
p. 21.
43 The simplified assumption is made that imports of capital goods are equal
to the quantity demanded, since there was little local production of these goods.
This assumption is not true for locally produced goods.
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1950 and to compare the changes in capital goods imports with changes
in consumer goods imports and incomes. It was hoped, also, that oppor-
tunities for import substitution would be apparent.
It was found that capital goods imports have grown at a slightly
higher rate (15.6 percent per year) than consumer goods imports (10.0
percent) or the best available estimate of GNP for the period (9.9 per-
cent). Other economic indicators and categories of capital goods have
increased from 1950 to 1965 at the following average annual rates:
Total retained imports 12.1%
Total domestic exports 10.2%
Total capital goods imports 15.6%
Mining and industrial machinery 18.9%
Agricultural machinery 18.9%
Trucks and buses 18.6%
Public works equipment 16.7%
Building and construction materials 14.1%
Other agricultural inputs 4.9%
Other capital goods 14.6%
Of the capital goods imports retained in Sierra Leone from 1950
to 1965, 30 percent were building and construction materials, 20 percent
mining and industrial machinery, 14 percent equipment and supplies for
the public sector, 14 percent trucks and buses, and 16 percent for other
miscellaneous items. Although 77 percent of the population is engaged
in agriculture, only 2 percent of capital goods imports were for agri-
cultural machinery
44
(including hand tools), and 4 percent for other
agricultural inputs including fertilizer, insecticides, bags and sacks, and
so forth. Sixty percent of all agricultural machinery imports were hand
tools !
Opportunities for import substitution depend on many factors,
among which are the size of the market, the level of income, local re-
sources and labor skills, and the size of operation needed for efficient
production relative to market potential. Local production of paint,
cement, prefabricated housing and other lumber products, nails, tile,
oxygen acetylene and carbon dioxide, buckets, metal trunks, water heat-
ers, metal doors and windows, and the further processing of palm
kernels, coffee, rice, flour, and animal feed has occurred in Sierra Leone
since independence in 1961. A tire retreading plant and a diamond cut-
ting industry have commenced operation. Capital expenditures have
been made in office, educational, and public buildings, in two hotels, and
44
It should be noted, however, that some imports for agricultural uses are
included in the public works section.
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in a new university. Negotiations have been completed to establish an
oil refinery, build a coffee factory, and to manufacture galvanized, cor-
rugated sheets. Further possibilities at this stage of development in-
clude bricks and other building materials (including greater production
of cement, cement blocks, tile, and lumber products), bags and sacks,
and animal feeds. Among lumber products, increased production of
plywood and prefabricated houses would be useful. Exotic mahogany
and other plywoods also might be produced for the export market. De-
cisions as to which commodities are produced should be based on a cost-
benefit analysis.
APPENDIX A
Capital Goods Classification Categories From Annual Trade Report Data:'1
1. Agricultural machinery:
1950-1953:










2. Other agricultural inputs:
1950-1953:
78, 80, 98, 99, 099, 100, 101, 0101, 250, 306
1954-1963:
1964-1965:
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1964-1965:
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APPENDIX B
In 1967, in the second elections since independence, the opposition
party (All Peoples' Congress) won 32 seats, the party in power (Sierra
Leone Peoples' Party) won 22 plus 6 unopposed seats, and the Inde-
pendents won 6 seats. Eleven Paramount Chiefs were elected and one
returned unopposed (the Dove-Edwin Commission of Inquiry stated
that all unopposed seats were illegal).
1 Within ten minutes of the swear-
ing in of the new Prime Minister, Army Brigadier Lansana declared
martial law in Sierra Leone on the grounds that the Governor-General
had acted unconstitutionally in appointing a prime minister before all
the results of chiefs' elections were known. Within 48 hours younger
army officers took over from Brigadier Lansana to avoid civil war, be-
lieving that the older army group was trying to impose the former prime
minister on the state. The official government statement is as follows:
"On the 23rd of March, 1967, the Army in cooperation with the Police
took over the administration of this country and the National Reforma-
tion Council was formed."2
Col. A. T. Juxton-Smith, Chairman of the National Reformation
Council, has stated: "We immediately realized that the economy was
in a serious plight. . . . The difficulties were, in the main, due to the
attempts of the last government to accelerate the economic development
of Sierra Leone. . . . These attempts outstripped the resources avail-
able to finance them. Consequently, Government turned to other sources
to finance its budget deficits, such as borrowing from banks and the use
of accumulated cash balances. This, in turn, led to rising domestic
prices and a substantial loss of foreign exchange reserves. Official for-
eign exchange reserves fell from 29 million leones in 1964 to about 16
million leones at the end of 1965."3
An additional coup arose in May, 1968 as this publication was being
prepared. Results were still uncertain as the publication went to press.
1
Report of the Dove-Edwin Commission of Inquiry into the Conduct of the
1967 General Elections in Sierra Leone and the Government Statement Thereon,
Freetown, Government Printer of Sierra Leone, 1967.
1 Statement on the Budget for 1967-68, Freetown: Government Printer of
Sierra Leone, June 30, 1967, p. 1.
1
Ibid.
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